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THE STORY In the Lands Between, a land of myth and fantasy, where the mysterious and cruel
nobility and the proud peasants, all of whom form the country of Elden, fight to be the strongest in
the world by their own hand.The past, present, and future of the Lands Between collide with each

other in the Lands Between, the myth and legend world. In the fractured world between time, where
the present is bleeding into the past, and the present is bleeding into the future, you find yourself in

a new world. Your goal: to accomplish the mission assigned to you by the great goddess himself,
who governs the Lands Between. EMBRACING A VAST WORLD WHILE ENJOYING THE UNRIVALLED
EXPERIENCE OF THE LANDS BENEATH The Lands Between is a fantasy roleplaying game set in a
parallel world where once upon a time, Europe, Russia, Asia, and other countries exist as in the

present time. From the medieval world to the future world on the moon, each of them reflects its
past and present. The Lands Between is a world which is a dreamlike landscape with lovely scenery,
in which you can enjoy the breathtaking landscape of the myth and legend world. You can enjoy the
landscape by driving on a road at high speed, watching your picture-perfect horses galloping in the

countryside, and enjoying a spectacular view of the sky while having a nice meal. YOU CAN EXPLORE
THE VAST LANDS BENEATH You can freely explore the Lands Between. You can access to the deep

underground and the grand heights of the sky by freely exploring the map. WHY PLAY THE NEW
FANTASY ACTION RPG? Play as a young adventurer who seeks fame and glory and become an Elden

Lord. A conventional fantasy world with a vast world that you can enjoy in a variety of ways
Contemporary Contemporary gameplay is set in the modern world, featuring a high degree of
freedom and development. Explore Everywhere Explore various areas of the world at your own

speed. You can freely explore and enjoy the entire world at your own pace. Prepare for Battle The
talent and strength you have obtained is an important element of each battle. In addition, you can

customize and add weapons, armor, and magic to your gear at your own discretion. AREAS YOU
COULD EXPLORE Explore everywhere in the world through the massive map, including huge castles

and blood-choked dungeons, and enjoy a variety of

Elden Ring Features Key:
Easy and fun to learn, but rich in content;
3D dynamic quests with exciting results;

Free encounters with enemy and NPC characters;
Magical crafting items, which confer powerful benefits;
Craft unique sets of equipment and gear combinations;
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System of enhancing and strengthening items using experience points to develop your character;
Utilization of weapon and weapon skills and items;

Systems allowing you to equip a variety of armor and weapons;
Vehicles appearing as invited guests (optional);

Events occurring in the world and relevant to the story being told;
Collections of items (optional);

A moving and interactive online setting where you travel to and with other players;
Unique experience points earned from battles and play of skills, with systems of levelling up and

temporary additions;
Rich story of the Lands Between;

Strong representations of the characters known from the "Legend of the Raven" novels;
Clean and simple interface;

Monumental and large-scale online dungeons;
Easy casual graphics;

Complex decisions from character choices that will immerse you into the story;
Exploring the world as a key means of amassing various items and equipment;

Dynamic monsters, which will attack the party, you, or your summoned animals;
Glorious and heroic battles with other worthy players;

Managing jobs to experience the world.
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Beautiful CG It's a well-made game with beautiful textures for the world of Elden Ring. The font looks
a bit old school but it fits the atmosphere. Lots of gameplay fun The gameplay is interesting and
there is lots of content. You get to attack or talk to NPC characters. At times the difficulty level is on
the easy side and while some quests can be repetitive, the story and progression of the game is
solid. It's a must play for me. Advertisement ▼ My Opinion If you're interested in the lore of Age of
Wushu, I highly recommend you give this game a try. I like the art style of the game very much, it
evokes nostalgic feelings from my childhood of playing with my PS2. Disclaimer The game may
contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer
The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the official
game. Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't
played the official game. Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it
if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I don't
recommend you play it if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer The game may contain
spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer The
game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the official game.
Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the
official game. Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you
haven't played the official game. Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend
you play it if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer The game may contain spoilers so I
don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer The game may
contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played the official game. Disclaimer
The game may contain spoilers so I don't recommend you play it if you haven't played bff6bb2d33
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• An Action RPG that is Easy to Play, Easy to Understand Rise as a powerful hero and change the
world! A new world of fantasy awaits you, where you will make a new journey together with the hero.
• A Dynamic Online Game that Convey Your Feelings in Real Time Emotions are conveyed by the
eyes and actions of the characters. We like to play with people who are full of spirit, and that’s the
game that we have put our utmost attention to. • A Free Type of RPG with Good Graphics Enjoy
games that have excellent graphics and music, and play both offline and online. We expect you to
respond to our games with warm enthusiasm. ○ ○ ○ THE NEW FANTASY ACTION RPG. Rise,
Tarnished, and be guided by grace to brandish the power of the Elden Ring and become an Elden
Lord in the Lands Between.

What's new:

For a full list of features, check out the official website at .

Key Features:

Detailed yet simple battles. Guided by a straightforward battle
system, it's easy to choose without having to worry about the
amount of inputs. 

Peaceful battles with no unexpected mistakes. Help your party
realize their dreams by utilizing clever strategies and working
together with each other. 

Explore a wide and open world. 

Huge Dungeons & Large Maps. Huge doors, and a variety of
ways to travel through are ready to keep you on your toes. 

A wide range of Elemental Enchanters. With a large and various
range of skills, different play styles can be customized. 

3rd Person Battles. With a clear battle view, you can enjoy
battles with a new perspective. 

No experience needed. With no lengthy tutorial to follow or any
complicated controls, anyone can join the action of the game at
the touch of a button. 

Unique online component. Not only is being able to easily
connect with others through the game system possible, but
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also seeing the presences of others through their actions and
words is possible. 

A variety of Story Told in Fragments. 

Many New Characters and Unique "Get-Togethers"! 

A Change in Character Growth at the Beginning of Chapter 7. 

Many New Enemy with Unique Attacks. 

A New Thrilling Tier Battle Ending! 

Detailed Character Growth. You can directly determine the
maximum level of your characters and even choose the classes 
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Features:

• The Land of Tarnished Dreams

The Land of Tarnished Dreams is a fantasy world with a depth and
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richness not seen in other MMO games. The land is full of
opportunities to see the ground, trees and even the sky. The land
and environment around you are all important factors to have an
individual story, so learn to live within those limits.

• High-speed Bandit Escalation

In this fantasy land, the people of each city are divided into Bandits
and Lawbreakers. In order to achieve great fame, you must slay the
bandits roaming the land. Your goal is to become a Legend to the
townsfolk and to add to your fame, you must challenge the Bandits
one by one.

• Great Mobile Battles

As long as you have the mobile phone with you, you can participate
in battles involving tens of enemies anywhere in the world.

• The Dungeon of Climb

The only way to gather the Neos Gold or Secret Items you collected
is to overcome the Dungeons, the secret base for jumpers. The
structure is different from the dungeons you have already seen -
more diverse in content and design.

• Social Battles

With direct display in the LAN battle area, you can easily display
your status and chat with your friends.

• Including the Mars Expedition System in NPC Battle

The Mars Expedition System is one of the special features in the
mobile survival game. The leader of Mars Expedition collects idols
and gives the Neos Gold to the players who perform special crimes.
You can obtain Neos Gold via the Expedition Park. By collecting the
Neos, you will be able to acquire Rare Nobles.

• Game Mechanics that Build an Earnable Online Environment
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A vast and responsive game that provides a very rewarding
experience. You can make a 

System Requirements:

- Windows: - Windows 7 or higher - DirectX 9.0c - Microsoft.NET
Framework 4.0 - 2GB RAM (4GB if you use system overlays) - 16GB
available space - Mac: - OS X 10.5 or higher - Linux: - K Desktop
Environment 3.0 or higher
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